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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] This invention relates generally to satellites, and more particularly to satellites which are transported in a stacked configuration within the payload fairing of a launch vehicle prior to being placed into space.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] There exist several design constraints for satellites or other spacecraft which are contained within the payload fairing of a launch vehicle during their launch into space. Launching satellites and other spacecraft into space is expensive. Consequently, it is desirable to have satellite configurations of minimum weight and volume and that use the maximum amount of the volume within the fairing. It is also desirable for the configuration of a satellite to be adapted for housing more than one satellite within the fairing. However, housing multiple satellites within the fairing creates additional constraints on their design configuration. For example, when there are multiple satellites, each can be subjected to additional loads during the acceleration of the launch vehicle. This is especially true for the satellites located toward the bottom of the fairing if they must support the weight of the overlying satellites.

[0003] Several types of stacking arrangements have been proposed to accommodate the competing needs to maximize the utilization of space within the fairing and yet protect the satellites from loads experienced during launch. For example, King et al., U.S. patent number 5,199,672 entitled “Method And Apparatus For Deploying A Satellite Network” discloses pallets disposed in a stacked configuration within the fairing. Each pallet mounts up to four satellites and includes a centrally located kick motor. The satellites in each layer are supported only by the pallet to which they are mounted thereby lessening the loads transferred to satellites which are lower in the stack. In addition, the central column of kick motors helps absorb the loads generated during acceleration thereby further protecting the satellites from these loads. However, this stacking arrangement suffers from the disadvantage that the mass and size of the satellites is limited by the mass and volume of the pallets. In addition, the central column of kick motors must be designed to withstand loads generated during launch.

[0004] StackSat is another example of stacked multiple spacecraft that have flown. In these, typically the lower spacecraft suffer a substantial mass penalty because they must support the rest of the stack. The Ariane SPELDA and other vehicles have used a shell structure in which a lower satellite in the fairing is encased within a protective shell structure which supports the mass of an overlying satellite. However, the mass and volume of the shell diminishes that available for the satellites. Moreover, if the shell fails to open, the enclosed satellite cannot be deployed. An advantage of the shell is that it carries all the loads of the upper spacecraft so the structure of the lower one need not be strengthened.

[0005] The configuration of a satellite which is transported by a launch vehicle is further constrained by the need to provide energy to the satellite once it has been placed into orbit. Typically, arrays of solar panels are used to provide energy. In many previous satellite configurations, the arrays extend from the outer faces of the sidewalls of the satellite. When the satellite is stored within the fairing, the arrays are folded against the sides of the satellite to conserve space. The arrays are then deployed once the satellite is in orbit. Because the power generated by the solar panels is proportional to the surface area of the panels, satellites may require articulated panels which can be folded to fit within the fairing. The combined area of the articulated panels provides the required larger surface area when the panels are unfolded in orbit. However, increasing the number of articulations to provide a larger surface area also increases the cost of the satellite, complicates construction and testing of the satellite, and reduces the reliability of the panels during deployment and use.

[0006] Document US 5052640 discloses an improved spacecraft such as a satellite, which is shaped roughly in the form of a disk with a uniform height such that a plurality of such spacecrafts may be stowed for launch in a stack, thereby enabling a greater number of satellites to be launched simultaneously with a single launch vehicle. The flat-pack configuration results from the satellite having a base member with first surface and second surface members abutting the top and bottom opposing major surfaces of the base member in a stowed configuration.

[0007] Document WO 93/09029 relates to a series of spacecraft designs for a Satellite Communication System. One of the preferred embodiments called “Domesat” includes a hemispherical, high-gain, electronically-steered antenna array that is always pointed toward the earth. Hexagonal antenna panels are held together by tubular and spherical connectors. The upper portion of the satellite incorporates a space-facing array of panels which are always pointed toward the zenith. The interior of the dome-shaped antenna array is used to store solar cell panels which unfurl through an opening in the space-facing array when the spacecraft reaches its final orbit. Another embodiment called “Batsat” comprises a central body and two arms that include disc-shaped antenna panels and solar/thermal panels.

[0008] An object of this invention is to provide a satellite configuration wherein several satellites of the same configuration can be stacked within the fairing of a launch vehicle.

[0009] Another object of this invention is to provide a stackable satellite configuration which maximizes the utilization of the space within the fairing.
A further object of this invention is to provide a stackable satellite configuration which protects the satellites from loads experienced during launching.

Another object of this invention is to provide a stackable satellite configuration in which the satellites have solar panels which provide a large surface area without excessive articulation.

Another object of this invention is to provide a stackable satellite configuration which protects the solar panels of the satellite during launching.

These objects are solved by the subject matter in accordance with the features of claim 1. Preferred embodiments thereof are defined in the subclams.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a deployed satellite according to the invention;
FIG. 1A is an exploded view of the solar array drive assembly shown in FIG. 1;
FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view through the center of the satellite in the direction of line 2-2 in FIG. 1 when the satellite is in a closed, stackable configuration;
FIG. 3 is a partially cut away cross-sectional view of a payload fairing containing eight stacked satellites according to the invention;
FIG. 4 is a partially cut away, close-up sectional view through the faces of the brackets coupling the satellites together in FIG. 3, in the general direction of the line 4-4 in FIG. 1;
FIG. 4A is partially cut-away top perspective view in the direction of line 4A-4A in FIG. 1, showing the top of the perimeter wall and one of the couplers in FIG. 1;
FIG. 4B is a top plan view of the coupler in FIG. 4A; and
FIG. 5 is an exploded perspective view of two of the mated shear fittings which form part of the brackets in FIG. 4 and of the separation spring and spring adjuster contained within each shear fitting.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Referring now to the drawings, FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a deployed satellite 10 according to the invention. Satellite 10 includes a planar payload shelf 12 attached to a circular perimeter wall 14. Perimeter wall 14 includes an inner face 16, an outer face 18, and two opposed edges 20 and 22. Inner face 16, together with planar shelf 12, defines an interior 24 of satellite 10 in which components of satellite 10 are generally located. Interior 24 can hold, for example, a suitable computer 26, batteries 28, nitrogen tank 30, sensors 32, and a receiver 34. Payload shelf 12 is disk-shaped and ring-shaped perimeter wall 14 is attached by conventional methods to payload shelf 12 at inner face 16 near edge 22. The height of perimeter wall 14 is shown by line 36. Height 36 is selected such that satellite 10 has a generally oblate configuration. Thrusters 37 positioned along perimeter 14 are used, for example, to place satellite 10 in the final orbital position.

Payload shelf 12 is constructed from an aluminum honeycomb core which, in the preferred embodiment, is about 10.3 mm (0.405 inch) thick. A metallic skin is attached to both planar surfaces of the honeycomb core with a suitable adhesive, such as FM73M film adhesive available from American Cyanamid, to form payload shelf 12. Payload shelf 12 is attached to perimeter wall 14 by a plurality of F-brackets (not shown), each of which is riveted to both payload shelf 12 and perimeter wall 14. Payload shelf 12 and perimeter wall 14 are also adhesively bonded to each F-bracket by a suitable adhesive, such as Hysof's EA 9309.3NA. Perimeter wall 14 also has an aluminum honeycomb core and, in the preferred embodiment, is about one inch thick. Metallic skin 38 is attached to inner face 16 and outer face 18 with a suitable adhesive, such as FM73M film adhesive available from American Cyanamid. In the preferred embodiment, the metallic skin on shelf 12 and wall 14 is made from an aluminum beryllium alloy, such as AlBeMet 150 available from Brush-Wellman.

Satellite 10 also includes a pair of solar panels 40 and 42 which, when deployed, generally extend outwardly from and perpendicular to shelf 12. Solar panels 40 and 42 are attached to satellite 10 by a pair of hinges 44 and 46, shown in FIGS. 1A and 2. In the preferred embodiment, hinges 44 and 46 are attached to the drive shaft of a solar array drive motor 58, as explained in more detail below. Alternatively, hinges 44 and 46 can be attached by conventional methods to edges 22 and 20 of perimeter wall 14. Hinges 44 and 46 permit solar panels 40 and 42 to be pivoted toward payload shelf 12 until solar panels 40 and 42 are substantially parallel to and overlie payload shelf 12, as shown in FIG. 2 which shows satellite 10 inverted. Folding solar panels 40 and 42 in this manner creates a compact, stackable configuration of satellite 10 for storage in the payload fairing of a launch vehicle, such as payload fairing 52 shown in FIG. 3. Three couplers 54A-C symmetrically positioned along perimeter wall 14 are used to secure a plurality of satellites 10 in a stacked configuration within payload fairing 52. Couplers 54A-C are mounted, respectively, in the three gaps between three sections of perimeter wall 14 and extend slightly into interior 24 of satellite 10, as best seen in FIGS. 1 and 4A. Consequently, in the preferred embodiment, each solar panel 40 and 42 includes three recesses, 55A-C and 56A-C, respectively, which accommodate couplers 54A-C when solar panels 40 and 42 are in the closed configuration, as shown in FIGS. 2 and 3. Couplers 54A-C also have curved side extensions 57 and 59 which are concentric with and fit snugly against the inner face 16 and outer
face 18 of perimeter wall 14, as best seen in FIGS. 4A and 4B. Skin 38 is adhesively attached to side extensions 57 and 59 with a suitable adhesive, such as Hysol EA 9309NA, available from Hysol Aerospace Division of the Dexter Group. Rivets may also be used to attach extensions 57 and 59 to perimeter wall 14.

[0018] Solar panels 40 and 42 are deployed into the open configuration shown in FIG. 1 (or at another desired angular orientation in which panels 40 and 42 are parallel or co-planar) after satellite 10 has been launched into space and reached the appropriate point in its trajectory. As noted above, in the closed configuration when stacked within fairing 52, solar panels 40 and 42 are pivoted about hinges 44 and 46 until substantially parallel to payload shelf 12, one on top and one on the bottom of satellite 10. Consequently, solar panels 40 and 42 can have a large surface area of substantially the same size as payload shelf 12. Conventional satellites, on the other hand, have solar panels which are stowed against the perimeter side wall of the satellites during launch. The top and bottom of satellite 10 have a larger surface area than could a pair of flat panels stowed against sidewall 14. If panels stowed against wall 14 were used instead of panels 40 and 42, such panels could require articulation so that they could be unfolded after launch to provide a larger area surface. Thus, solar array panels 40 and 42 provide large surface areas without the articulation required in some conventional satellite configurations.

[0019] As noted above, in the preferred embodiment satellite 10 includes a solar array drive motor 58, illustrated in FIGS. 1, 1A and 2. Drive motor 58 is attached to the inner face 16 of perimeter wall 14 by conventional methods such as bolts or rivets. The drive shaft of motor 58 extends outwardly from the top and bottom surface of motor 58 thus forming pints 48 and 50 on which hinges 44 and 46 are rotatably mounted. In the preferred embodiment, satellite 10 also includes a pair of twist capsules 43 and 45 which provide rotary connections for transferring power and data to and from solar array panels 40 and 42 as panels 40 and 42 rotate and throughout their range of rotation. Twist capsules 43 and 45 are attached by bolts or rivets to the inner face 16 of perimeter wall 14 above and below, respectively, drive motor 58. Each twist capsule 43 and 45 includes a central opening 47 and 49 through which pintsles 48 and 50 extend. In addition, solar panels 40 and 42, include an opening sized to accommodate hinges 44 and 46, respectively, as best seen in FIGS. 1A and 2. Hinges 44 and 46 are mounted on the ends of pintsles 48 and 50, respectively, and thus panels 40 and 42 are operatively connected to drive motor 58, which rotates solar panels 40 and 42 about an axis 60 defined by pintsles 48 and 50. The direction of rotation of solar panels 40 and 42 is shown generally in FIG. 1 by arrow 64. By rotating solar panels 40 and 42 in this manner, solar panels 40 and 42 can track the sun as satellite 10 traverses its orbital or other trajectory so as to maximize their exposure to the sun. In the preferred embodiment, drive motor 58 rotates solar panels 40 and 42 up to 160° in either direction about axis 60 to provide one axis of sun tracking.

[0020] Referring to FIG. 1, in the preferred embodiment satellite 10 also includes an articulated antenna assembly 66 which is attached to perimeter wall 14 by a hinge 68. Antenna 66 and hinge 68 are described in the co-pending application entitled "Self-Deploying Helical Structure," filed on February 4, 1994, Serial No. 08/192,324, which is assigned to the same assignee as the present application. When solar panels 40 and 42 are in the closed configuration, for example when satellite 10 is stowed within payload fairing 52, antenna 66 is folded about hinges 70, 72, and 74 to form a compact, non-extended structure, as shown in FIG. 2. Pivoting antenna 66 about hinge 68 then positions antenna 66 within the interior 24 of satellite 10. In the preferred embodiment, satellite 10 includes an antenna chamber 76 formed by two longitudinal walls 78 and 80 attached to payload shelf 12 preferably along the geometric center of satellite 10 on the interior 24 of satellite 10. Thus, pivoting antenna 66 about hinge 68 positions antenna 66 within antenna chamber 76. Thereafter, solar panels 40 and 42 are pivoted about hinges 44 and 46 so that in the closed configuration antenna 66 is stowed between payload shelf 12 and solar panel 40.

[0021] Satellite 10 can also include a magnetic attitude control system which includes an electromagnet, as is known in the art. Energizing the electromagnet creates a magnetic field in satellite 10 which interacts with the Earth's magnetic field to align the electromagnet with respect to the Earth's magnetic field. In addition, mass can be added near the distal end of antenna 66 to provide gravity gradient steering.

[0022] Yaw control of satellite 10 can also be provided by the magnetic or other suitable attitude control system. FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view along line 2-2 in FIG. 1 illustrating satellite 10 when solar panels 40 and 42 are in the closed configuration and antenna 66 is retracted within antenna chamber 76. The satellite 10 is shown with shelf 12 oriented up, which is the preferred manner for storing satellites in payload fairing 52, as shown in FIG. 3. A lanyard non-explosive actuator 90 restrains antenna 66 in the retracted position when antenna 66 is stored within satellite 10. Hinge 68 includes biasing means for biasing antenna 66 outward to the extended position shown in FIG. 1. A suitable hinge 68 is described in the co-pending application entitled "Shear Viscous Damped Hinge," filed on February
4, 1994, Serial No. 08/191,246, which is assigned to the same assignee as the present invention. In the closed configuration shown in FIG. 2, antenna 66 is restrained within interior 24 by solar panels 40. Hinges 44 and 46 also contain suitable biasing elements, such as springs 51A-B and 53A-B shown in FIG. 1A, which bias solar panels 40 and 42 toward the open configuration shown in FIG. 1. Satellite 10 therefore also includes a restraining device, shown schematically at 62, for restraining solar panels 40 and 42 in the closed configuration shown in FIG. 2. In the preferred embodiment, solar panel restraining device 62 is a double lanyard non-explosive actuator. A suitable double lanyard non-explosive actuator is available from G & H Technology, Inc., model number 8036-100. When satellite 10 is at the desired point in its trajectory, restraining device 62 is activated to release solar panels 40 and 42 and the hinge biasing elements 51A-B and 53A-B move solar panels 40 and 42 outwardly toward the open configuration, thus clearing the way for antenna 66 to be deployed outwardly toward the extended position.

[0024] When solar panels 40 and 42 are in the closed configuration, satellite 10 can be stowed within payload fairing 52 of a launch vehicle, as shown in FIG. 3. A second of the eight satellites stacked within fairing 52, designated satellite 10', has all the same features as satellite 10, as do the other six satellites shown by dashed lines. In other embodiments, fewer or more than eight satellites can be stacked in accordance with this invention. The components of satellite 10' are referenced by primed numbers corresponding to the reference numbers for satellite 10. Satellite 10 is placed over satellite 10' so that couplers 54A, 54B, and 54C directly overlap couplers 54A', 54B' and 54C', respectively. In the preferred embodiment, payload shelves 12 and 12' can have diameters almost as large as the internal diameter of fairing 52. In the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 3, all eight satellites stacked within fairing 52 have the same diameter and height 36. In alternative embodiments, the cross-sectional areas and heights of the various satellites need not be identical so long as couplers 54A, 54B and 54C on the various satellites are aligned. By keeping heights 36 and 36' short relative to the diameters of payload shelves 12 and 12' while simultaneously maximizing the diameters of payload shelves 12 and 12' relative to the internal diameter of fairing 52, the closed, stackable configurations of satellites 10 and 10' results in an efficient use of the loading volume of fairing 52. In FIG. 3, the approximate location of six additional satellites is shown in phantom outlines. With reference to FIGS. 1, 3, and 4, each satellite in the stack contains three identical couplers 54A, 54B, and 54C. In the stacked configuration, these couplers form three load-bearing columns comprised of the 54A couplers, 54B couplers, and 54C couplers, respectively.

[0025] FIG. 4 is a partially cut-away cross sectional view across the faces of the satellite interface attachment brackets or couplers 54A and 54A' showing the components of couplers 54A and 54A' in more detail. For ease of explanation, reference is made primarily to coupler 54A. Coupler 54A' includes like components, referenced by primed numbers, as coupler 54A. Coupler 54A includes a bracket 94 attached to perimeter wall 14. In the preferred embodiment, bracket 94 is constructed from an aluminum-beryllium alloy such as AlBeMet 150, available from Brush-Wellman. Two flanges 96 and 98 are located on opposite sides of bracket 94 and extend slightly above and below edges 22 and 20 of perimeter wall 14. Both flanges 96 and 98 have centrally located bore holes, 100 and 102, respectively. A hollow bolt catcher 104 is attached to flange 96 immediately below bolt hole 100. A non-explosive separation nut 106 is attached to flange 98 immediately above bolt hole 102. A suitable non-explosive separation nut is available from G & H Technology, Inc., model number 9421-2.

[0026] Coupler 54A also includes four tubular shear fittings, 108A-B and 110A-B. Shear fittings 108A-B are press fit within openings in flange 96 as best seen in FIGS. 4, 4A, and 4B. Shear fittings 110A-B extend through flange 98 and are positioned in axial alignment with and opposite shear fittings 108A-B, as shown in FIG. 4. Shear fittings 108A-B include centrally located bores 112A-B, respectively, which provide pathways into tubular shear fittings 108A-B. Similarly, shear fittings 110A-B include centrally located bores 114A-B which provide pathways into shear fittings 110A-B. Bore 114A of shear fitting 110A and bore 112A' of shear fitting 108A' are shown in FIG. 5. When satellites 10 and 10' are stacked within fairing 52, as shown in FIGS. 3 and 4, shear filings 110A-B of brackets 54A-C immediately overlie and contact shear fittings 108A'-B' of brackets 54A'-C'. This stacking configuration also aligns bores 114A-B of shear fittings 110A-B with bores 112A'-B' of shear fittings 108A'-B', respectively, thereby creating continuous tubular chambers extending through the interiors of both shear fittings 108A'-B' on lower satellite bracket 54A' and of shear fittings 110A-B of upper satellite bracket 54A.

[0027] FIG. 5 is an exploded view of one pair of shear fittings 110A-B and 108A'. Shear fitting 110A is one of the lower shear fittings 110A-B of upper satellite bracket 54A in FIG. 4. As can be seen more clearly in FIG. 5, shear fitting 110A includes a top extension 116A, a top 118A and a bottom extension 120A. A ring-like flange 122A defines the intersection between top extension 116A and bottom extension 120A and facilitates press fitting shear fitting 110A into flange 98. Bottom extension 120A includes a cylindrical portion 124A attached to and extending away from flange 122A and perimeter wall 14. In the embodiment shown, the diameter of cylindrical portion 124A is approximately equal to the diameter of top extension 116A; however, portions 124A and 116A need not have the same diameters. A lower wall portion 126A extends from cylindrical portion 124A to the end of shear fitting 110A. The diameter (or other
dimension in embodiments where the cross-section of portion 124A is not circular) of lower wall portion 126A decreases between cylindrical portion 124A and the end of shear fitting 110A. In the preferred embodiment, the exterior surface of lower wall portion 126A is a section of a sphere. In other embodiments, the external surface of portion 126A could be cone-shaped, completely spherical or any other tapered shape. Fitting 110A also has a circular bore 114A for receiving a spring 144A. When shear fitting 110A is press fit into flange 98 of bracket 54A, ring-like flange 122A extends slightly beyond lower flange 98 of bracket 54A. Consequently, bottom extension 120A extends below bracket 54A, as can be seen in FIG. 4. Alternatively, flange 122A could be configured to be press fit flush (i.e., substantially coplanar) with flange 98.

[0028] Shear fitting 108A' is one of the upper shear fittings 108A'-B' of bracket 54A for lower satellite 10' shown in FIG. 4. With reference to FIG. 5, shear fitting 108A' comprises a round flange portion 138A', a smaller diameter portion 134A' adjacent to flange 138A', and an extension 132A'. Portions 134A' and 138A' are adapted to be press fit into a suitable opening in flange 96' and positioned so that the top surface 142A' of round flange 138A' is substantially coplanar with flange 96', as shown in FIG. 4. Flange 138A' and portion 134A' contain a concave opening (i.e., a "cup") 139A' adapted to engage portion (i.e., a "cone") 126A of fitting 110A. When bracket 54A of satellite 10' is stacked on top of bracket 54A' of satellite 10', cone 126A of shear fitting 110A is positioned within cup 139A' of shear fitting 108A'. Lower wall portion (cone) 126A of shear fitting 110A thus cooperates with concave recess (cup) 139A' of shear fitting 108A' to form a cup and cone assembly for joining coupler 54A to coupler 54A'. A compression spring 144A fits inside the continuous circular bore within fittings 110A and 108A' when cone 126A is placed in cup 139A'. Spring 144A is restrained within fitting 110A by upper wall 118A. Preferably, the circular bore within extension 132A' is threaded to receive a spring tensioning screw 146A' threaded through opening 136A' into extension 132A' to restrain spring 144A within fitting 108A'. Thus, threading screw 146A' into and out of extension 132A' increases or decreases the compression, and thus the spring bias, of spring 144A. In the preferred embodiment, each of the shear fittings 110A-B and 108A'-B'is made from a titanium-aluminum alloy, preferably Ti-6Al-4V, which is commercially available. In addition, the external surfaces of cone 126A and cup 139A' are electroplated with NEDOX which is the trademark for a nickel alloy infused with TEFLOX and which is available from General Magnaplate.

[0029] Referring now to FIGS. 3-5, satellites 10 and 10' are stacked within faring 52 in the following manner. Farings 52 includes three brackets or stage couplers 148A-C secured to a booster stage 150, as shown in FIG. 3. Stage couplers 148A-C are positioned on stage 150 to mirror the configuration of the satellite couplers 54A-C. Stage couplers 148A-C include components which are similar to shear fittings 108A-C in both form and function. A first satellite, in this case satellite 10', is placed within fairing 52 above stage 150 and positioned such that satellite couplers 54A'-C are aligned with stage couplers 148A-C. A second satellite, in this case satellite 10, is then placed within fairing 52 above satellite 10'. Satellite 10 is positioned to align couplers 54A-C with couplers 54A'-C and with stage couplers 148A-C. Satellites 10 and 10' are then brought together until couplers 54A-C of upper satellite 10 contact couplers 54A'-C of lower satellite 10'. In this position, the cone portions of the lower shear fittings of the upper satellite couplers 54A-C are placed within the cup portions of the upper shear fittings of the lower satellite couplers 54A'-C. For example, as shown in FIG. 4, cone portions 126A and 126B of shear fittings 110A and 110B in coupler 54A are positioned within cup portions 139A' and 139B' of shear fittings 108A' and 108B' in coupler 54A'. Each of the upper satellite couplers 54A-C is then bolted to the corresponding lower satellite coupler 54A'-C by a bolt 152 which is threaded through bolt openings 100' and 102 into separation nut 106. The remaining couplers, 54B-C and 54B'-C are bolted together in the same manner. Each bolt is initially preloaded with respect to nut 106 to a predetermined torque chosen to ensure that the cones 126A-B of shear fittings 110A-B remain seated within the cups 139A'-B' of shear fittings 108A'-B', of the subjacent satellite (or, in the case of satellite 10', within the cups of shear fittings 108A'-B' of couplers 148A-C of the subjacent booster stage 150). The cones 126A-B typically have a clearance of about 0.020 inches when initially installed within the cups 139A'-B' of the subjacent shear fittings. After two adjacent couplers, such as couplers 54A and 54A', are bolted together, a liquid shim in the form of an epoxy adhesive is added around the lower wall portions 126A-B to provide a matched joint between shear fittings 110A-B and shear fittings 108A'-B'. Hyoson's EA 9309.3NA is a suitable epoxy adhesive for forming the shim between the mated shear fittings, such as shear fittings 110A-B and 108A'-B'.

[0030] After couplers 54A-C of upper satellite 10 are bolted to couplers 54A'-C of lower satellite 10', compression springs 144A and 144B are mounted within the continuous chambers formed between couplers 54A-C and 54A'-C. Each bolted pair of couplers, such as couplers 54A and 54A' shown in FIG. 4, includes two such continuous chambers. Thus, six continuous chambers are formed when couplers 54A-C are bolted to couplers 54A'-C', two chambers for each bolted set of couplers. Six compression springs are mounted within these chambers. The spring tensioning screws are then mounted through the annular openings to restrain the compression springs within the continuous chambers. For example, referring to the matched couplers 54A and 54A' in FIG. 4, compression spring 144A is mounted within the continuous tubular chamber extending
between shear fitting 110A and 108A' and compression spring 144B is mounted within the continuous chamber extending between shear fitting 110B and 108B'. Tensioning screws 146A' and 146B' restrain springs 144A and 144B within their respective chambers. After all six compression springs have been mounted and secured within their respective chambers, the compression load of the springs is adjusted by adjusting the position of the tensioning screws within the chambers. In the preferred embodiment, the compression load of all six springs associated with the three sets of couplers adjoining two satellites is adjusted to give a combined total compression load of approximately 109 Kg (240 pounds). The stacked configuration of the satellites within the fairing, such as satellites 10 and 10' in fairing 52, is completed when each satellite has been coupled to the adjacent satellite or satellites in the described manner.

[0031] The stacked, secured relationship of the upper and lower satellite couplers 54A-C and 54A'-C' thus forms three load carrying columns that secure the satellites within fairing 52. The spherical or otherwise suitably tapered configuration of cones 126A-B and cups 139A'-B' transfers only axial and shear loads and does not transfer moment loads when the satellites are stacked and secured together in the described manner. Consequently, the stresses across the interface of matched shear fittings, 110A and 108A', and matched shear fittings 110B and 108B' is minimized due to the reduction in local bending moment loads.

[0032] After launching a vehicle which includes a plurality of satellites stacked within fairing 52 in the described manner, fairing 52 separates from the stacked satellites in a conventional fashion or as described in co-pending patent application Serial No. 07/970,363, filed November 2, 1992 for a "Frangible Joint Separation System," which is assigned to the same assignee of the present application. Thereafter, beginning with the topmost satellite, the satellites are successively deployed from the stack by activating the separation nuts 106 securing each satellite to the subjacent satellite or to stage 150. The separation nuts 106 release the bolts 152 by a non-explosive actuation. The bolt catchers 104 and 104' shown in FIG. 4 catch the released bolts 152 thereby ensuring that the bolts and nuts remain attached to the satellites and do not damage or interfere with the operation of the satellites. After all three of the bolts securing the top-most satellite to the adjacent satellite or to stage 150 have been released, the compression load of the six compression springs extending between the top-most satellite and the adjacent satellite or stage 150 accelerates top-most satellite away from the remaining satellites in the stack, or if none, from stage 150. Subsequently, when the satellite has separated the desired distance, thrusters 37 (FIG. 1) can be used to give the satellite the desired final orbit velocity.

[0033] Whereas the present invention has been described with respect to specific embodiments thereof, it will be understood that various changes and modifications will be suggested to one skilled in the art and it is intended that the invention encompass such changes and modifications as fall within the scope of the appended claims.

Claims

1. A stack of satellites (10), each of said satellites comprising:

- a disk-shaped shelf (12) for mounting equipment;
- a perimeter wall (14) attached to and extending at an angle from said shelf, said perimeter wall having first and second opposing edges (20, 22), an inner face (16) and an outer face (18), said inner face defining an interior of said satellite, said perimeter wall having a height (36) such that said satellite has a generally oblate configuration;
- first and second hinges (44, 46); attachment means (58) attaching said first and second hinges to said satellite;
- first and second solar array panels (40, 42), said first panel being attached to said first hinge, said second panel being attached to said second hinge; and
- means for moving said first and second panels from a closed configuration to an open configuration;
- wherein said first and second panels (40, 42) are pivotable about a first and second axes, respectively, between said closed configuration wherein said first and second panels are substantially parallel to said shelf (12), and said open configuration wherein said first and second panels extend at an angle to said shelf (12);
- characterized in that said first and second panels are pivotable about third and fourth axes (60), respectively, whereby each of said first and second panels is pivotable about two separate axes; and
- each satellite (10) comprises a plurality of coupling devices (54A, 54B, 54C) attached to and symmetrically positioned along said perimeter wall (14);
- wherein each of successive ones (10') of said plurality of satellites is positioned such that each of said coupling devices (54A', 54B', 54C') of each of said successive ones (10') of said plurality of satellites overlies and contacts one of said coupling devices thereby forming a plurality of support beams positioned along the perimeter of said stack of satellites, each said support beam comprising a plurality of coupling devices positioned end-to-end.
2. The stack of satellites of claim 1 wherein each of said plurality of coupling devices comprises:

a bracket (94) attached to said perimeter wall (14), said bracket including first and second flanges (96, 98);
a first pair of shear fittings (110A, 110B) attached to and extending through said first bracket flange (98);
a second pair of shear fittings (108A, 108B) attached to and extending within said second bracket flange (96), said second pair of shear fittings being positioned on said bracket substantially opposite said first pair of shear fittings;

wherein each of said first pair of shear fittings (110A, 110B) comprises an extension member (120A) extending beyond said first bracket flange (98) away from said first bracket flange and including a tubular first portion (124A), a second portion (126A), and a terminating surface, said tubular first portion (124A) extending between said first bracket flange (98) and said second portion (126A), said second portion (126A) extending between said tubular first portion (124A) and said terminating surface, said second portion (126A) having a diameter which decreases regularly from said tubular first portion (124A) to said terminating surface; and

wherein each of said second pair of shear fittings (108A, 108B) comprises a cup-shaped extension (134A, 138A), each of said cup-shaped extensions including a sloping inner wall defining an annular recess (139A), each of said annular recesses (139A) having a configuration which is adapted to receive said decreasing diameter of said second portion (126A) of one of said first pair of shear fittings (108A, 108B).

3. The stack of claim 2 wherein each of said first pair of shear fittings further (110A, 110B) comprises a shaft (116A) extending from said first bracket flange (98) toward said second bracket flange (96) and wherein each of said second pair of shear fittings (108A, 108B) further comprises a shaft (132A) extending from said second bracket flange (96) toward said first bracket flange (98).

4. The stack of claim 3 wherein each of said first pair of shear fittings further comprises an inner wall extending from said terminating surface through said shaft of said first shear fitting, said inner wall defining an opening (114A) in said terminating surface and a chamber (128A) within said shear fittings and wherein each of said second pair of shear fittings further comprises an inner wall extending through said shaft of said second shear fitting and defining an opening in said annular recess, an opening (139A) in shaft and a chamber within said second shear fitting.

5. The stack of claim 4 wherein each of said second pair of shear fittings further comprises a compression spring (144A) and spring restraining means (146A) for restraining said compression spring within said chambers of said shear fittings.

6. The stack of claim 2 wherein said first bracket flange (98) further comprises a centrally located bore hole (102) and wherein said second bracket flange (96) further comprises a centrally located bore hole (100), said bore hole of said first bracket flange being substantially opposite to said bore hole of said second bracket flange.

7. The stack of claim 6 wherein each of said coupling devices further comprises a separation nut (106) attached to said first bracket flange and extending toward said second bracket flange, said separation nut being positioned to coincide with said bore hole of said first bracket flange.

8. The stack of claim 1 wherein each of said plurality of coupling devices comprises:

a bracket (94) attached to one of said satellites, said bracket including first and second flanges (96, 98), said first flange (98) being positioned on an opposite end of said bracket from said second flange (96); a first shear fitting (110A, 110B) attached to and extending through said first bracket flange (98); a second shear fitting (108A, 108B) attached to and extending within said second bracket flange (96), said second shear fitting being positioned on said bracket substantially opposite said first shear fitting; wherein said first shear fitting (110A, 110B) comprises an extension member (120A) extending beyond said first bracket flange (98) away from said first bracket flange and including a tubular first portion (124A) and a tapered second portion (126A); and wherein said second shear fitting (108A, 108B) comprises an extension member (134A, 138A), said extension member including a concave recess (139A) adapted to receive said tapered second portion (126A) of said first shear fitting (108A, 108B).

9. The stack of claim 2 wherein said second pair of shear fittings (108A, 108B) further comprises an annular flange at an end of said extension.
10. The stack of claims 8 wherein said tapered second portion (126A) of said first shear fitting (110A, 110B) further comprises a section of a sphere.

Patentansprüche

1. Stapel von Satelliten (10), die jeweils umfassen:
   ein schiebenförmiges Gestell (12), um eine  
   Ausrüstung anzubringen,
   eine am Gestell angebrachte und sich unter  
   einem Winkel vom Gestell aus erstreckende  
   Umfangswand (14) mit einem ersten und zwei- 
   ten Rand (20, 22), die entgegengesetzt liegen,  
   einer Innenfläche (16) und einer Außenfläche  
   (18), wobei die Innenfläche einen Innenraum  
   des Satelliten definiert und die Umfangswand  
   solch eine Höhe (36) aufweist, daß der Satellit  
   eine im wesentlichen abgeflachte Struktur hat,
   ein erstes und zweites Scharnier (44, 46),  
   ein Befestigungsmittel (58), das das erste und 
   zweite Scharnier (44, 46) am Satelliten befe- 
   stigt,
   eine erste und zweite Solarzellenträgerplatte  
   (40, 42), wobei die erste Platte am ersten  
   Scharnier und die zweite Platte am zweiten  
   Scharnier befestigt ist, und  
   eine Einrichtung, um die erste und zweite  
   Platte aus einer geschlossenen Anordnung in  
   eine offene Anordnung zu bewegen;  
   wobei die erste und zweite Platte (40, 42) um  
   eine erste bzw. zweite Achse zwischen der  
   geschlossenen Anordnung, in der die erste und 
   zweite Platte im wesentlichen parallel zum  
   Gestell (12) sind, und der offenen Anordnung,  
   in der die erste und zweite Platte sich unter  
   einem Winkel zum Gestell (12) erstrecken,  
   schwenkbar sind, dadurch gekennzeichnet,  
   daß  
   die erste und zweite Platte um eine dritte bzw.  
   vierte Achse (60) schwenkbar sind, wodurch  
   die erste und zweite Platte jeweils um zwei  
   unabhängige Achsen schwenkbar sind, und  
   jeder Satellit (10) eine Vielzahl von an der  
   Umfangswand (14) angebrachten und an die-  
   ser symmetrisch positionierten Kopplungsvor- 
   richtungen (54A, 54B, 54C) umfaßt,
   wobei der jeweils nachfolgende Satellit (10')  
   der Vielzahl von Satelliten so positioniert ist,
   daß die Kopplungsvorrichtungen (54A, 54B',  
   54C) des jeweils nachfolgenden Satelliten  
   (10') der Vielzahl von Satelliten jeweils über  
   einer der Kopplungsvorrichtungen liegen und  
   diese kontaktieren, wodurch eine Vielzahl von  
   am Umfang des Satellitenstapels angeordne-  
   ten Stütz trägern gebildet ist, die jeweils eine  
   Vielzahl von hintereinander positionierten  
   Kopplungsvorrichtungen umfassen.

2. Stapel von Satelliten nach Anspruch 1, wobei die  
   Vielzahl von Kopplungsvorrichtung jeweils umfas- 
   sen:
   eine an der Umfangswand (14) angebrachte  
   Halterung (94) mit einem ersten und zweiten  
   Flansch (96, 98),
   ein erstes Paar von am ersten Halterungs- 
   flansch (98) angebrachten und sich durch den  
   ersten Halterungsflansch (98) hindurch  
   erstreckenden Scherverbindungsstücken  
   (110A, 110B),
   ein zweites Paar von dem ersten Paar von  
   Scherverbindungsstücken gegenüberliegend  
   am zweiten Halterungsflansch (96) angebrach- 
   ten und sich im zweiten Halterungsflansch (96)  
   erstreckenden Scherverbindungsstücken  
   (108A, 108B),
   wobei die Scherverbindungsstücke des ersten  
   Paars von Scherverbindungsstücken (110A,  
   110B) jeweils ein sich über den ersten Halte-  
   rungsflansch (98) hinaus von diesem weg  
   erstreckendes Verlängerungsstück (120A) mit  
   einem rohrförmigen ersten Abschnitt (124A),  
   einem zweiten Abschnitt (126A) und einer  
   Abschlußfläche umfassen, wobei der rohrför-  
   mige erste Abschnitt (124A) sich zwischen  
   dem ersten Halterungsflansch (98) und dem  
   zweiten Abschnitt (126A) erstreckt, der zweite  
   Abschnitt (126A) sich zwischen dem rohrför-  
   migen ersten Abschnitt (124A) und der Abschluß- 
   fläche erstreckt und der zweiten Abschnitt  
   (126A) einen Durchmesser hat, der vom rohr- 
   förmigen ersten Abschnitt (124A) aus zur  
   Abschlußfläche hin gleichmäßig abnimmt, und 
   wobei die Scherverbindungsstücke des zwei- 
   ten Paars von Scherverbindungsstücken  
   (108A, 108B) jeweils eine topförmige Verlän-  
   gerung (134A, 138A) mit einer eine ringförmige  
   Aussparung (139A') definierenden, schrägen  
   Innenwand umfassen, wobei die ringförmige  
   Aussparung (139A') eine Gestalt hat, die ange-  
   paßt ist, um den abnehmenden Durchmesser  
   des zweiten Abschnitts (126A) eines Scherver- 
   bindungsstückes des ersten Paars von Scher-  
   verbindungsstücken (108A, 108B) aufzunehmen.

3. Stapel nach Anspruch 2, wobei die Scherverbin- 
   dungsstücke des ersten Paars von Scherverbin- 
   dungsstücken (110A, 110B) jeweils einen sich vom  
   ersten Halterungsflansch (98) aus zum zweiten  
   Halterungsflansch (96) hin erstreckenden Schaft  
   (116A) und die Scherverbindungsstücke des zwei- 
   ten Paars von Scherverbindungsstücken (108A,  
   108B) ferner jeweils einen sich vom zweiten Halte-  
   rungsflansch (96) aus zum ersten Halterungs- 
   flansch (98) hin erstreckenden Schaft (132A')
umfassen.

4. Stapel nach Anspruch 3, wobei die Scherverbindungsstücke des ersten Paars von Scherverbindungsstücken jeweils eine sich von der Abschlußfläche aus durch den Schaft des ersten Scherverbindungsstücks hindurch erstreckende Innenwand umfassen, die in der Abschlußfläche eine Öffnung (114A) und im Scherverbindungsstück eine Kammer (128A) definiert, und die Scherverbindungsstücke des zweiten Paars von Scherverbindungsstücken ferner jeweils eine sich durch den Schaft des zweiten Scherverbindungsstücks hindurch erstreckende Innenwand umfassen, die in der ringförmigen Aussparung eine Öffnung, im Schaft eine Öffnung (139A) und im zweiten Scherverbindungsstück eine Kammer definiert.

5. Stapel nach Anspruch 4, wobei jedes Scherverbindungsstück des zweiten Paars von Scherverbindungsstücken ferner jeweils eine Druckfeder (144A) und eine Federhalterung (146A), um die Druckfeder in der Kammer des Scherverbindungsstücks zu halten, umfaßt.

6. Stapel nach Anspruch 2, wobei der erste Halterungsfansch (98) ferner ein zentral angeordnetes Bohrloch (102) und der zweite Halterungsfansch (96) ferner ein zentral angeordnetes Bohrloch (100) umfaßt, wobei das Bohrloch des ersten Halterungsfansches dem Bohrloch des zweiten Halterungsfansches im wesentlichen gegenüber liegt.

7. Stapel nach Anspruch 6, wobei die Kopplungsvorrichtungen jeweils eine am ersten Halterungsfansch angebrachte und sich zum zweiten Halterungsfansch hin erstreckende Trennmutter (106) umfassen, die so positioniert ist, daß sie mit dem Bohrloch des ersten Halterungsfansches zur Deckung kommt.

8. Stapel nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Vielzahl von Kopplungsvorrichtungen jeweils umfassen:

   eine an einem der Satelliten angebrachte Halterung (94) mit einem ersten und zweiten Flansch (96, 98), wobei der erste Flansch (98) an dem bezüglich des zweiten Flanschs (96) entgegengesetzten Ende der Halterung positioniert ist, ein am ersten Halterungsfansch (98) angebrachtes und sich durch den ersten Halterungsfansch (98) hindurch erstreckendes erstes Scherverbindungsstück (110A, 110B), ein am zweiten Halterungsfansch (98) angebrachtes und sich in diesem erstreckendes zweites Scherverbindungsstück (108A, 108B), das an der Halterung im wesentlichen dem ersten Scherverbindungsstück gegenüberliegend angebracht ist, wobei das erste Scherverbindungsstück (110A, 110B) ein sich über den ersten Halterungsfansch (98) hinaus, vom ersten Halterungsfansch weg erstreckendes Verlängerungsstück (120A) mit einem rohrförmigen ersten Abschnitt (124A) und einem verjüngten zweiten Abschnitt (126A) umfaßt, und wobei das zweite Scherverbindungsstück (108A, 108B) ein Verlängerungsstück (134A, 138A) mit einer konkave Aussparung (139A) umfaßt, die angepaßt ist, um den verjüngten zweiten Abschnitt (126A) des ersten Scherverbindungsstücks (108A, 108B) aufzunehmen.


10. Stapel nach Anspruch 8, wobei der verjüngte zweite Abschnitt (126A) des ersten Scherverbindungsstücks (110A, 110B) ferner einen Kugelabschnitt aufweist.

**Revendications**

1. Pile de satellites (10), chacun desdits satellites comportant :

   un plateau en forme de disque (12) pour porter un équipement,

   une paroi périphérique (14) fixée audit plateau et s'étendant selon un angle à partir de celui-ci, ladite paroi périphérique ayant des premier et second bords opposés (20, 22), une face intérieure (16) et une face extérieure (18), ladite face intérieure définissant l'intérieur dudit satellite, ladite paroi périphérique ayant une hauteur (36) telle que ledit satellite a une configuration générale aplatie,

   des première et seconde charnières (44, 46),

   des moyens de fixation (58) fixant lesdites première et seconde charnières audit satellite,

   des premier et second panneaux solaires (40, 42), ledit premier panneau étant fixé à ladite première charnière, ledit second panneau étant fixé à ladite seconde charnière, et

   des moyens pour déplacer lesdits premier et second panneaux depuis une configuration fermée en une configuration ouverte,
lesdits premier et second panneaux (40, 42) pouvant pivoter autour de premier et second axes, respectivement, entre ladite configuration fermée dans laquelle lesdits premier et second panneaux sont pratiquement parallèles audit plateau (12), et ladite configuration ouverte dans laquelle lesdits premier et second panneaux s'étendent selon un angle par rapport audit plateau (12), caractérisée en ce que lesdits premier et second panneaux peuvent pivoter autour de troisième et quatrième axes (60), respectivement, de sorte que chacun desdits premier et second panneaux peut pivoter autour de deux axes séparés, et

chaque satellite (10) comporte une pluralité de dispositifs d'accouplement (54A, 54B, 54C) fixés à ladite paroi périphérique (14) et positionnés symétriquement le long de celle-ci,

chacun des satellites successifs (10') de ladite pluralité de satellites est positionné de sorte que chacun desdits dispositifs d'accouplement (54'A, 54'B, 54'C) de chacun desdits satellites successifs (10') de ladite pluralité de satellites surplombe un desdits dispositifs d'accouplement, et vient en contact avec celui-ci, de manière à former une pluralité de poutres de support positionnées le long du périmètre de ladite pile de satellites, chaque poutre de support comportant une pluralité de dispositifs d'accouplement positionnés bout à bout.

2. Pile de satellites selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle chaque dispositif de ladite pluralité de dispositifs d'accouplement comporte :

une pièce d'attache (94) fixée à ladite paroi périphérique (14), ladite pièce d'attache comportant des première et seconde brides (96, 98),

une première paire de raccords de cisaillement (110A, 110B) fixés à ladite première bride (98) de la pièce d'attache et s'étendant à travers cette bride,

une seconde paire de raccords de cisaillement (108A, 108B) fixés à ladite seconde bride (96) de la pièce d'attache et s'étendant dans cette bride, ladite seconde paire de raccords de cisaillement étant positionnée sur ladite pièce d'attache pratiquement en face de ladite première paire de raccords de cisaillement,

chaque raccord de ladite première paire de raccords de cisaillement (110A, 110B) comporte un prolongement (120A) s'étendant au-delà de ladite première bride (98) delà pièce d'attACHE en s'éloignant de ladite première bride et comportant une première partie tubulaire (124A), une seconde partie (126A) et une surface terminale, ladite première partie tubulaire (124A) s'étendant entre ladite première bride (98) de la pièce d'attache et ladite seconde partie (126A), ladite seconde partie (126A) s'étendant entre ladite première partie tubulaire (124A) et ladite surface terminale, ladite seconde partie (126A) ayant un diamètre qui diminue régulièrement depuis ladite première partie tubulaire (124A) jusqu'à ladite surface terminale, et

chaque raccord de ladite seconde paire de raccords de cisaillement (108A, 108B) comportant un prolongement en forme de cuvette (134A, 138A), chacun desdits prolongements en forme de cuvette comportant une paroi intérieure inclinée définissant un évidement annulaire (139A'), chacun desdits évidements annulaires (139A') ayant une configuration qui est adaptée pour recevoir ledit diamètre décroissant de ladite seconde partie (126A) de l'un des raccords de ladite première paire de raccords de cisaillement (108A, 108B).

3. Pile selon la revendication 2, dans laquelle chaque raccord de ladite première paire de raccords de cisaillement (110A, 110B) comporte de plus un arbre (116A) s'étendant depuis ladite première bride (98) de la pièce d'attache vers ladite seconde bride (96) de la pièce d'attache, et dans laquelle chaque raccord de ladite seconde paire de raccords de cisaillement (108A, 108B) comporte de plus un arbre (132A) s'étendant depuis ladite seconde bride (96) de la pièce d'attache en direction de ladite première bride (98) de la pièce d'attache.

4. Pile selon la revendication 3, dans laquelle chaque raccord de ladite première paire de raccords de cisaillement comporte de plus une paroi intérieure s'étendant depuis ladite surface terminale à travers ledit arbre dudit premier raccord de cisaillement, ladite paroi intérieure définissant une ouverture (114A) dans ladite surface terminale et une chambre (128A) dans lesdits raccords de cisaillement et dans laquelle chaque raccord de ladite seconde paire de raccords de cisaillement comporte de plus une paroi intérieure s'étendant à travers ledit arbre dudit raccord de cisaillement et définissant une ouverture dans ledit évidement annulaire, une ouverture (139A) dans ledit arbre et une chambre dans ledit second raccord de cisaillement.
5. Pile selon la revendication 4, dans laquelle chaque raccord de ladite seconde bride de raccords de cisaillement comporte de plus un ressort de compression (144A) et des moyens de maintien de ressort (146A) pour maintenir ledit ressort de compression dans lesdites chambres desdits raccords de cisaillement.

6. Pile selon la revendication 2, dans laquelle ladite première bride (98) de la pièce d'attache comporte de plus, en son milieu, un trou alésé (102), et dans laquelle ladite seconde bride (96) de la pièce d'attache comporte de plus, en son milieu, un trou alésé (100), ledit trou alésé de ladite première bride de la pièce d'attache étant pratiquement en vis-à-vis dudit trou alésé de ladite seconde bride de la pièce d'attache.

7. File selon la revendication 6, dans laquelle chacun desdits dispositifs d'accouplement comporte de plus un écrou de séparation (106) fixé à ladite première bride de la pièce d'attache et s'étendant vers ladite seconde bride de la pièce d'attache, ledit écrou de séparation étant positionné pour coincider avec ledit trou alésé de ladite première bride de la pièce d'attache.

8. File selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle chaque dispositif de ladite pluralité de dispositifs d'accouplement comporte :

   une pièce d'attache (94) fixée à un desdits satellites, ladite pièce d'attache comportant des première et seconde brides (96, 98), ladite première bride (98) étant positionnée sur une extrémité opposée de ladite pièce d'attache par rapport à ladite seconde bride (96),

   un premier raccord de cisaillement (110A, 110B) fixé à ladite première bride (98) de la pièce d'attache et s'étendant à travers cette bride,

   un second raccord de cisaillement (108A, 108B) fixé à ladite seconde bride (96) de la pièce d'attache et s'étendant dans cette bride, ledit second raccord de cisaillement étant positionné sur ladite pièce d'attache pratiquement en vis-à-vis dudit premier raccord de cisaillement,

   dans laquelle ledit premier raccord de cisaillement (110A, 110B) comporte un prolongement (120A) s'étendant au-delà de ladite première bride (98) de la pièce d'attache à distance de ladite première bride de la pièce d'attache et comportant une première partie tubulaire (124A) et une seconde partie dégressive (126A), et dans laquelle le second raccord de cisaillement (108A, 108B) comporte un prolongement (134A, 138B), ledit prolongement comportant un évidement concave (139A) adapté pour recevoir ladite seconde partie dégressive (125A) dudit premier raccord de cisaillement (108A, 108B).

9. Pile selon la revendication 2, dans laquelle ladite seconde paire de raccords de cisaillement (108A, 108B) comporte de plus une bride annulaire au niveau d'une extrémité dudit prolongement.

10. Pile selon la revendication 8, dans laquelle ladite seconde partie dégressive (126A) dudit premier raccord de cisaillement (110A, 110B) comporte de plus une portion de sphère.